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over the party had swept a wave of excited fanaticism which
carried away even the prudent and the timid. Six million, nay
double that number., looked to him; he could not fail them. And
yet he hesitated, until Goebbels solved at least one of his diffi-
culties by dramatically announcing the Leader's candidature at
a great demonstration in Berlin. Worked up to a pitch of wild
excitement the audience went mad as the fateful words were flung
in their faces and the same rapturous excited acceptance of the
news everywhere at once revived even if it also appalled him.
There was no going back now. Where it would all end he knew
not, but he too was carried away. That it might mean revolution,
the dreaded "putsch/3 would have to be risked.
But Goebbels had not solved the real difficulty. He was still
ineligible. Could he be naturalized in time? Would he be allowed
to be naturalized; he dared not risk a rebuff. But the legalist
Frick had his uses; he saw a way out. If a local government
brought Hitler into its civil service he would automatically become
a German subject by virtue of his appointment. The government
of Brunswick was willing to take the responsibility, and not the
Leader nor yet party comrade Adolf Hitler, but Regierungsrat
Adolf Hitler, having officially become a German, entered the lists
against Feldmarschall Paul von Benekendorff und Hindenburg.
We all have our pride, but decent Germans must have felt the
same slight nausea as decent Romans felt when one of the
proud house of Claudius took the name Clodius to get office to
serve Caesar the better and assail the Republic; it was rather a
humiliating business. But the mercurial spirits of the Regierungs-
rat rose again with a bound and already in his heated imagina-
tion he bestrode Germany like a colossus. The decision
took his Harzburg allies by surprise; to surprise succeeded anger
and to anger growing perplexity. They saw necessity for the
challenge to Hindenburg, the symbol of the system, but they felt
that the wrong person's glove had been thrown down; they did
not see that with a Communist candidate Hitler himself had to
fight the President. He was now posing as the "saviour from the
Red peril"; he simply dared not surrender that role to Hinden-
burg. But he faced the Nationalists with a difficult problem. They

